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About This Game

Red Alliance is an atmospheric, dark action thriller, single player game with elements of horror.

21st century, Eastern Europe, an oppressive regime. The country has fallen in to the lies spread by a mysterious Dr. Grey - an
ambitious scientist seeking to achieve mind control through his illegal research. Under the excuse of a disease outbreak,
mercenaries were hired by him to maintain order and control over the civilians, with which came oppression to society.

As the game begins, you play as the protagonist. You and your ally seek to reach the rebellion group “Red Alliance” that still
withstands against the oppressive regime - and put an end to Dr. Grey’s madness. Throughout the game you will encounter

various challenges on your path to restoring justice and peace in the country.

You will discover the consequences of the experiments as well as experience, abandoned autumn streets of the capital, cold
snowy mountains, underground research complexes - and a secret laboratory, among various other locations.

The game features a classical first person shooter experience as well as a secondary arcade game mode
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The game features optional stealth sections and allows the player to choose their own approach and play style

The campaign consists of 9 playable chapters, each taking place in a different setting

The game’s atmosphere changes throughout the game as the player progresses further

Player can also encounter random events that can reward him upon their completion
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Title: Red Alliance
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
2ndUp Studios
Publisher:
2ndUp Studios
Release Date: 10 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7 Service Pack 1, Windows Vista Service Pack 2* (*NVIDIA video
card recommended if running Vista OS)

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo E6600 or AMD Phenom™ X3 8750 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4600 / NVIDIA 9800 GT 1GB / AMD HD 4870 1GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

English,Russian,French
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Pretty decent game, honestly didn't except to like it as much as i did.. This is just the prologue but this game feels outstanding
from the beginning and the story plot only thickens. Some of the character lines sound a little corny but hilarious at the same
time. i recommend this game as it will be alot of fun to play through.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fapF2Lxp1o. It's nice being a unity game, if seems slow paced in the initial stages of the
game and the weapons handle pretty well.
would be nice to see a sequel for this. A decent low budget half life style title with bad but hilarious voice acting my only real
complaint is isnt very well optimized and i had some low fps in places but not to the point where it ruined the game overall if
you looking for something similar to half life and arent scared off by rough round the edges indie titles this is a good purchase
for the price. Yeah, I've been waiting about 3 or more years for this game to come out, and overall, here are my thoughts...

GAMEPLAY: Pretty good, also comes with different difficulties

GRAPHICS: Graphics are nice, though the mouths on NPCs don't move when they talk and water reflections sometimes don't
match the scenery

SOUND: Music, gunshots, for the most part everything is pretty descent, although, for the most part, voice acting isn't really
convincing

LENGTH: About 5-6 hours of gameplay in the campaign

IS IT WORTH FULL PRICE? ($11.99): Maybe

OVERALL: 8\/10
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You can be left handed.. The game is an interesting as it looks and the animations and voices are cheaply made, the gameplay
wasn't very enjoyable.. Feels and plays a lot like the F.E.A.R. series but it's some Russian shooter. I like it!. Yeah, I've been
waiting about 3 or more years for this game to come out, and overall, here are my thoughts...

GAMEPLAY: Pretty good, also comes with different difficulties

GRAPHICS: Graphics are nice, though the mouths on NPCs don't move when they talk and water reflections sometimes don't
match the scenery

SOUND: Music, gunshots, for the most part everything is pretty descent, although, for the most part, voice acting isn't really
convincing

LENGTH: About 5-6 hours of gameplay in the campaign

IS IT WORTH FULL PRICE? ($11.99): Maybe

OVERALL: 8/10. Not biased at all since I'm the composer, but this game is actually really cool! Tons of effort went into it, and
it's really come a long way. It's fun, fast, and a neat throwback to some early Source Engine games. It's great for YouTuber's
looking for a new game to play on their channel, and anyone who is a fan of early 2000's shooters will love this game and it's
gameplay.

Must buy! 10/10. I was not sure wheter to recommend this game or not during the whole playthrough, but after I beat it, I
decided to recommend it in the end. It looks like it's trying to imitate Half Life 2 experience, and it comes pretty close, but not
quite.

Positive:
- OK graphics and level desing

Negative:
- Ugly hitbox and damange mechanics

But overall a positive experience. Don't have much more to say.. I can't recommend this game, the maps are pretty good but
besides that everything is pretty much just sub par. Actual gameplay is extremely basic, (at least in the beginning of the game, I
don't know much about the game afterwards). Combat is about as basic as it gets, recoil feels odd and bad on most guns, it just
isn't fun. Enemies? Walk toward you or stay in one place to shoot you. Their models are alright, animations are definitely C-D
tier. Sounds are definitely taken from royalty free websites.

This isn't a B tier game as one of the other reviews said, it's a C- tier game, and even that's somewhat generous.

Stalker call of pripyat is probably a better choice if you want this game and frequently goes on sale with plenty of mods. You
can typically get that game for half the price of this one (or for free from certain websites, though I'm not advocating it).

Bottom line: It's a nope on this game unless it goes down to 3 dollars, that's what it's worth to me, if you want to pay more go
ahead, it's just my opinion.

To its credit it was made primarily by one guy and he has a playlist of over 6 years of making this game. It's just a damn shame
he didn't get more help.

A+ on the animation for the logo though.
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